I. Introduction
The physics of the steep-gradient, edge pedestal region in H-mode (high confinement mode) plasmas has been the subject of experimental investigation for many years (e.g. Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The motivation for understanding the edge pedestal is based, at least in part, on calculations 9,10 which indicate that because of "stiffness" in temperature profiles the performance of future tokamaks will be sensitive to the value of the density and particularly the temperature at the top of the edge pedestal.
Theoretical efforts to understand the edge pedestal have focused on several different aspects of the underlying physics. Investigations (e.g. Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] of the MHD stability of the edge pressure pedestal against ballooning and peeling (surface kink)
modes have led to an understanding of edge pressure/pressure gradient limits leading to the onset of edge-localized-mode (ELM) instabilities which momentarily destroy the edge pedestal structure. Several other lines of investigation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have been developed to the end of explaining (or at least modeling) the edge pedestal structure observed in the absence of or in between or averaged over ELMs.
The ion and electron thermal diffusivities are important parameters in any attempt to understand the edge temperature pedestals. Knowledge of these diffusivities to date comes almost entirely from their trial and error adjustment in transport simulations to obtain agreement with observed edge temperature profiles 7, 8, 16, 17, 19, 20 , although there have been some initial efforts to calculate edge thermal diffusivities from edge turbulence codes (e.g. Refs. 23 and 24).
We recently introduced a procedure to take into account the effects of radiation, atomic physics of recycling neutrals, ion-electron equilibration and convective heat fluxes in inferring thermal diffusivities from measured profiles in the plasma edge and applied that procedure to infer thermal diffusivities in several ELMing H-mode discharges 25 . Our purpose in this paper is apply the same procedure to examine the change in thermal transport between the L-mode phase and H-mode phase of a discharge with a long ELM-free H-mode. The radial variation of total and convective heat fluxes are calculated over the edge region in both the L-mode and H-mode phases.
Experimental thermal diffusivities are inferred and compared with various theoretical predictions in order to investigate possible underlying transport mechanisms, without the complication of ELMs.
II. Procedure for Inference of Heat Transport Coefficients from Experiment
The total ion and electron radial heat fluxes consist of conductive and convective components 1 , , , 
We note that this inference of , i e χ depends not only on the measured temperature and density profiles and the total heat flux , i e Q , but also on the convective heat flux.
We use an integrated modeling code system 26 that performs i) particle and power balances on the core plasma to determine the net particle and heat fluxes outward across the separatrix, which are used as input to ii) an extended 2-point divertor model (with radiation and atomic physics) that calculates plasma densities and temperatures in the divertor and SOL and the ion flux incident on the divertor plate, which iii) is recycled as neutral molecules and atoms that are transported (2D Transmission-Escape Probabilities
[TEP] method, a form of kinetic integral transport theory [Ref. 26] ) through the divertor region across the separatrix into the plasma edge region. Any sources of gas puffed neutrals are also similarly transported inward. This integrated code system is used to calculate the ion particle and total heat fluxes crossing the separtrix from the core into the SOL (scrape-off layer). The recycling neutral source is adjusted so that the integrated calculation yields the measured line average density in order to insure that fueling is calculated correctly.
Using these values from the integrated model calculation as separatrix boundary conditions, we can then integrate the plasma ion particle balance equation
across the edge region to determine the edge distributions of ( ) r Γ , where o n is the density of recycling and gas fueling neutrals and nb S is the source rate of plasma ions due to neutral beam (and pellet) injection. We can also integrate the heat balance equations (4), which are then integrated radially inward from the experimental separatrix boundary conditions for the particle and heat fluxes determined as discussed above. We must at present estimate the split of Q sep into Q sepi and Q sepe . The atomic physics data are taken from Ref. [27] (with subsequent extensions to higher temperatures), and the radiation emissivity is calculated from a fit to coronal equilibrium calculations (taking into account the effect of charge-exchange and recombination in the presence of recycling neutrals) based on the ADPAC data 28 .
III. Description of ELM-free Phase of DIII-D Shot 118897
The main goal of this study was to examine the edge transport in the absence of MHD events, such as ELMs. For this purpose, a conventional H-mode discharge was produced with a long ELM-free phase by using moderately high triangularity to provide good edge MHD stability and by operating at low heating power to delay the onset of ELMs, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Analysis times were chosen centered at 1525 ms, 1640 ms and 2140 ms, corresponding to the L-mode phase, early in the H-mode phase and late in the ELM-free H-mode phase. Each profile used in the analysis is based on a composite of experimental data obtained over a time window of 35 ms in the L-mode and 50 ms at each of the two H-mode times.
The electron temperature and density were obtained from a multi-point Thomson scattering system 29 . The electron density from this system was adjusted to match the line-averaged density from a CO2 interferometer; the adjustments were small -roughly 5% or less. Each time window in the analysis overlaps 2 to 4 pulses of the Thomson laser. The Te and ne profiles from the Thomson system were aligned in flux space in the following way. The data for each electron temperature profile were mapped to normalized psi with a magnetic equilibrium generated at the time that the data were acquired. All temperatures and flux coordinates within a time window were then grouped and fit with a function which consists of a tanh function in the pedestal which joins smoothly to a spline fit in the core. After this fit, the T e and n e data points and the fitted profiles were shifted in psi space by an amount required to align the foot of the tanh function for the T e profile with the plasma separatrix. These fits and the underlying data points are shown in Fig. 2 .
The ion temperature and Carbon density were obtained from measurements of the C VI 5290 line with a charge exchange recombination spectroscopy system 30 . As with the Thomson data, the data were taken from multiple frames obtained during each time window. No spatial adjustment was performed on these data. The ion temperature was fit with a spline function, and as shown in Fig. 2 this provided a good fit both in the pedestal region and in the core of the plasma. An absolute intensity calibration was used to convert the intensity measurements of the C VI ions into a carbon density. The carbon densities were divided by the electron densities to produce profiles of fractional impurity content. This function tends not to vary strongly across the plasma. It was fit with a spline function with a constraint to force the fit to be constant in about the outer 10% of the plasma radius. Typically, carbon is the dominant source of Zeff in discharges of this type. Thus, the main ion density was computed from the fits to the electron density and to the carbon fraction.
IV. Analysis of ELM-free Phase of DIII-D Shot 118897
Our purpose is to obtain a better understanding of the edge thermal transport in Lmode and in the ELM-free H-mode phase and of how they differ. For this reason, the discussion is structured as a comparison of various quantities just before L-H, just after L-H, and well after L-H.
A. Power balance and heat flux profiles
The values of the various cooling and heating terms in Eqs. (4) reduces the outward heat and particle fluxes; in fact the particle flux (and convective heat flux) becomes negative inside the strong recycling region just inside the separatrix.
In L-mode, the convective heat flux increases with radius for the ions because of the increase in outward particle flux due to ionization of recycling neutrals. The electron heat flux does not increase much with radius because the effect of ionizing neutrals in increasing the particle flux is offset by the decreasing with radius of the electron temperature.
In L-mode the particle flux, hence the convective heat fluxes, is everywhere outward (positive). On the other hand, in the early stage of the H-mode the particle flux calculated from Eq. (3) is inward (negative) except in the outer highrecycling region of the edge, as it must be to provide for the increasing plasma density over the H-mode phase of the discharge.
B. Inferred thermal diffusivities
The total and convective heat fluxes shown in Figs 
C. Sensitivity studies
Consideration of the uncertainty in the determination of the thermal diffusivities 15 is in order at this point. Errors may enter the determination through the experimental density and temperature profiles or through the calculated total and convective heat fluxes. The error bars on the measured temperatures are < 10% and on the measured densities < 5%. Fig. 7 .
Based on a previous study 25 
V. Theoretical transport models
Although gyrofluid or gyrokinetic calculations of turbulent transport are probably needed to accurately represent the current theoretical understanding of transport, these generally require large-scale computer simulations, and such calculations for edge plasmas are beyond the current state-of-the-art. However, the analytical theoretical formulas commonly used in transport codes can provide useful insights.
A. Ion transport

Neoclassical
The Chang-Hinton neoclassical expression for the ion thermal conductivity is
where the a's account for impurity, collisional and finite inverse aspect ratio effects and the g's account for the effect of the Shafranov shift ( ) ( 
where β θ = p/(B θ 2 /2µ 0 ) and B θa denotes the poloidal magnetic field evaluated at r = a.
Since we need this quantity at r ≈ a, we can take advantage of the definition of the internal inductance 
where β θa denotes the quantity evaluated using the average pressure over the plasma and B θa . Using a parabola-to-a-power current profile j(r) = j 0 (1 -(r 2 /a 2 )) ν , for which the ratio of the values of the safety factor at the edge to the center is q a /q 0 = ν + 1 , and a fit 
In the presence of a strong shear in the radial electric field, the particle banana orbits are squeezed, resulting in a reduction in the ion thermal conductivity by a factor of S -3/2 , where
Here iθ ρ is the ion poloidal gyroradius.
Ion temperature gradient modes
For a sufficiently large ion temperature gradient ( )
modes become unstable. This criterion for instability of the ITG modes was satisfied over the edge region of shot 118897 for the times examined except just at the separatrix in the L-mode stage. An estimate of the ion thermal conductivity due to ITG modes is for shot 118897 is shown in Fig. 9 , from which it may be inferred that ITG modes should be present over the entire edge region in this shot, except just inside the separatrix at 1525 and 2140 ms.
Drift Alfven modes
Drift Alfven instabilities are driven by collisions and hence become important in the collisional edge plasma. Numerical modeling 37 indicates that ExB shear alone can not stabilize these modes (low collisionality and a steep pressure gradient are also needed). An analytical model 38 which takes these effects into account yields the
where the ion gyro-Bohm thermal conductivity is 
where ( ) 
with / e the ei λ υ ν = being the electron mean free path.
Thermal instabilities
In the weak ion-electron equilibration limit, local radial thermal instabilities in the edge ion and electron energy balances are decoupled, and the linear growth rates may be written in the general form
where the first two terms represent the generally stabilizing effect of heat conduction and convection, respectively, with L T -1 = (-dT/dr)/T for the species in question, Γ ⊥ being the ion or electron particle flux, and ν characterizing the temperature dependence of the underlying thermal conductivity for that species, χ 0 ~ T ν . We used ν = 2.5, but the results are relatively insensitive to this value. The α-terms represent the generally destabilizing atomic physics and impurity cooling terms in the respective growth rates for the ions ( )
and for the electrons ( ) 
The terms ν ion and ν at are the neutral ionization frequency in the pedestal region and the frequency of charge-exchange plus elastic scattering events involving 'cold' neutrals that have not previously undergone such an event in the pedestal region. E ion is the ionization energy, and n z and L z are the density and radiative emissivity of impurities in the edge pedestal region. H represents any additional heating or cooling in the pedestal.
An estimate of the transport associated with such thermal instabilities is 
Electron temperature gradient modes
The electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes (electrostatic drift waves with 
where
is the magnetic shear and pe ω is the electron plasma frequency.
Trapped Electron Modes
The principal electron drift instabilities with 
Drift Resistive Ballooning Mode
The drift-resistive ballooning mode is destabilized by unfavorable curvature on the outboard side of the torus in a collisional edge plasma. Linear stability analysis 41 indicates that the transport associated with these modes can be characterized by a particle diffusion coefficient scaling 
to characterize the transport of electron energy due to drift-resistive ballooning modes, with the caveat that there could well be an additional normalization constant needed. We note that one group of transport modelers 43 calibrated this formula to L-mode data and found a factor of 94κ -4 should multiply this expression (κ is the elongation), while another group 44 used this expression multiplied by a factor of 4.
VI. Comparison of theoretical predictions with inferred thermal diffusivities
The theoretical expressions of the previous section were evaluated using the measured density and temperatures and are compared with the values inferred from experiment using Eq. (2) in Figs. 10 and 11.
The agreement of the thermal instability prediction for ion thermal diffusivity (Fig. 10a ) and of the paleoclassical prediction for electron thermal diffusivity ( Fig. 11a) with the experimentally inferred profiles for the L-mode (1525 ms) is notable. The etg prediction is of the same magnitude as the experimentally inferred exp e χ , but the profiles differ significantly.
For the H-mode the itg prediction agrees reasonably well with exp i χ in the early, transient phase (Fig. 10b ), but at later times the neoclassical prediction agrees better at the inner radii, but both neoclassical and itg predict a sharp decrease in i χ at the outer radii that is not seen in (Figs. 11b and 11c) . As noted previously, there is uncertainty in the magnitude to be used for the resistive ballooning mode expression, but a reduction in magnitude would not change the disagreement in shape. It seems unlikely that any of the theoretical mechanisms considered are responsible for the inferred exp e χ .
VI. Summary and Discussion
The ion and electron thermal diffusivities in the edge region have been inferred 
